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In this paper a classic problem in the phonemic analysis of Span-
ish, that of the status of glides and various palatal sounds, is consid-
ered anew. It is argued that in the most adequate analysis of Castilian
Spanish a single phoneme N is recognized, with contextually condi-
tioned glide and consonantal realizations. This analysis nevertheless
requires the marking of some lexical items as exceptions to the general
allophonic distribution, or, rather, as exceptions to the general rules of
syllabification. On the other hand, it is claimed that other Spanish dia-
lects have undergone phonemic split and now oppose to f\l a conso-
nantal phoneme historically derived from syllable-initial nonnuclear re-
alizations of lil.
1. Basic distribution and preliminary analysis
Spanish displays a number of complex alternations involving the vowel M
and several palatal sounds.' The facts are furthermore somewhat different in dif-
ferent dialects. In this paper, I will concentrate on the dialects of northern and
central Spain; that is, those varieties commonly known in English as 'Castilian
Spanish', although some reference will be made to other dialects as well. Navarro
Tomas 1977 distinguishes the following five sounds in his standard description of
standard Castilian Spanish, the prestige dialect of Spain:
(1) Surface phones in Castilian Spanish
voiced palatal fricative (non-strident): ma[y]o 'may'
voiced palatal affricate: in[y]eccion 'injection'
palatal semiconsonant (on-glide): p\]]enso 'I think'
palatal semivowel (off-glide): pe[\ ]ne 'comb'
palatal vowel: p[\]no 'pine tree'
The symbol [y] represents a more constricted articulation than that of a
glide: an obstruentized glide or nonstrident fricative, [y] is a noncontinuant pala-
tal, with complete occlusion (a stop with possibly affricated release). In IPA tran-
scription, [y] = IPA [j] and [y] = IPA [jj or [jj]. In this paper we will use the sym-
bols [y] and fy], which are well-established in the Spanish phonetic and phono-
logical tradition and are typographically simpler.
The sounds in (1) participate in various alternations:
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(2) Alternations
[i] / [j] m[\] tio 'my uncle' / m\j] amigo 'my friend'
[ij /[ij Juan [i] Maria 'Juan and Maria' I Ana [ij Maria 'Ana and Maria'
[y] / [y] de [y]eso 'of plaster' / con [y]eso 'with plaster'
[j] / [y] perd[j]eron 'they lost' / ere [y]eron 'they believed'
[ij / [y] le\(\ 'law' / Ie[y]es 'laws'
On the other hand, we also find some unusual contrasts in the same pho-
netic environment:
(3) Some contrasts
[i] vs. [j] cl[\]ente 'client'— pl[j]egue 'fold'
[j] vs. [y] ab[]]erto 'open'— ab[y]ecto 'abject'
The question naturally arises of how many phonemes these five surface
phones represent. This is an issue which has been hotly debated and for which
different authors have provided quite different answers over the decades. (For
two different perspectives within American structuralism, cf. Bowen & Stowell
1988, 1956, Stockwell, Bowen & Silva-Fuenzalida 1956, on the one hand, and
Saporta 1956, on the other— all reprinted in Joos 1958. A Prague-school view is
presented in Alarcos Llorach 1965:145-160. For more recent views, cf. Hara 1973,
Cressey 1978:75-83, Harris 1969, 1971, 1983, 1995, Monroy 1980, Morgan 1984,
Hualde 1989, 1991, Quilis & Fernandez 1990, Whitley 1995, and most recently
Harris & Kaisse 1997). Here I will not review the lengthy literature on this topic,
for which Morgan 1984 and Whitley 1995, among others, may be profitably con-
sulted. Instead, I will simply sketch the analysis that seems most plausible to me.
To begin with, it must be noted that in all contexts where [y] appears in the
standard description the articulation may vary in constriction degree from a glide
[j] to complete occlusion [y], depending on style and emphasis (Navarro Tomas
1977:129-30). We will use the symbol [y] in those contexts where this nonstri-
dent fricative or obstruentized glide represents the neutral standard pronuncia-
tion, but it should be kept in mind that its degree of constriction can be either
greater or smaller depending on style and speaker. On the other hand, there are
contexts where only a glide is possible or only the noncontinuant [y] is found. In
these cases, the corresponding symbols will be used.
Both [y] and [y] are restricted to the syllable-initial position. In the standard
Castilian pronunciation described by Navarro Tomas 1977, the noncontinuant [y]
occurs in two contexts: after a heterosyllabic noncontinuant consonant (/n/, IV)
and optionally and for emphatic purposes also in absolute utterance-initial posi-
tion. In all other syllable-initial contexts, [y] is preferred:
(4) Distribution of [y] and [y] in standard Castilian
con [y]eso 'with plaster', en[y]esado 'plastered'
[y]o no ~ [y]o no 'not me'
para [y]eso 'for plaster', por [y]eso 'for plaster', des[y]elo 'thawing'
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Other Castilian idiolects differ from this description in favoring [y] after all
heterosyllabic consonants; e.g.: des[y]elt>. 2
It is clear that we can safely reduce these two surface phones to a single
phoneme with two allophones, partly in complementary distribution and partly in
stylistic variation.
If we consider now the distribution of the semiconsonant [j] and the semi-
vowel [i], it is evident that it completely depends on the position of the sound in
relation to an adjacent vowel. Navarro Tomas uses the label 'semiconsonant' and
the symbol [j] for the on-glide of raising diphtongs such as [ja], [je], whereas the
label 'semivowel' and the symbol [i] are reserved in his usage for the off-glide of
falling diphthongs, [ai], [ei]. Other transcriptional systems, such as the Interna-
tional Phonetic Alphabet, do not distinguish these two articulations. Clearly, we
have entirely predictable complementary distribution here and we could simply
represent both as [j], as in the IPA system (and will do so from now on).
Minimally, then, the five phones recognized by Navarro Tomas can be re-
duced to three phonemes: the vowel I'll, the glide 1)1 and the obstruent lyl. But this
initial phonemic analysis can be further simplified. In the dialect under considera-
tion there are no contrasts between the obstruent [y] ~[y] and the glide [j]: the
obstruent appears only syllable-initially and the glide in other positions; i.e. as an
on-glide after a tautosyllabic consonant or as an off-glide. As mentioned, the glide
is also possible intervocalically in some styles:
(5) Distribution of glides and obstruents
a. Prevocalically, in syllable initial position: Normally the obstruent, option-
ally the glide; e.g.: [ma.yo] 'may' (~ [ma.yo] -[ma.jo] ), [ye.lo] ice',
[dez.ye.lo] 'thawing'.
b. Prevocalically, after tautosyllabic consonant: only the glide; e.g.: [pje]
'foot' (*[pye]), [prje.to] 'compact'.
c. Postvocalically, in the rhyme: only the glide; e.g.: [doj] 'I give', [boj.na]
'beret', [bejn.te] 'twenty'.
As was shown in (2), there are morphophonemic alternations that are in ac-
cordance with this distribution: ley [lej] 'law' vs. leyes [le.yes] 'laws'; perdieron
[per.dje.ron] 'they lost' vs. creyeron [kre.ye.ron] 'they believed'.
It thus appears that we don't need an independent phoneme lyl. Rather, the
obstruents [y] ~ [y] can be viewed as strengthened realizations of the glide /j/ in
syllable-initial position. The degree of constriction is not contrastive for this
sound, just like it is not for/b,d,g/. We may note that consonantization of syllable-
initial glides is an 'automatic' process for speakers of Castilian Spanish, which
they transfer to second languages. Speakers of this Spanish dialect find it very
difficult both to produce and to perceive contrasts in English such as the one be-
tween jail and Yale or major and mayor.
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Some authors have come short of accepting this simplification in the pho-
nemic inventory, in which [y] ~ [yj represent noncontrastively strengthened
glides, because of surface contrasts like those in (6):
(6) Glide vs. obstruent contrasts
desierto [de.sjer.to] 'desert' vs. deshielo [dez.ye.lo] 'thawing'
herniado [er.nja.5o] 'ruptured' vs. enyesado [eji.ye.sa.9o] 'plastered'
abierto [a.pjer.to] 'open' vs. abyecto [ap.yek.to] 'abject'
boniato [bo.nja.to] 'sweet potato' vs. conyuge [kqn.yu.xe] 'spouse'
Arguably, however, the contrasts in (6), which involve differences in syllabi-
fication, are all due to differences in morphological structure and, therefore, do not
reflect a true phonological contrast. The words on the right column in (6) are few
and all involve prefixation. This may be productive, transparent prefixation, as in
deshielo 'thawing', cf. hielo 'ice', and enyesado 'plastered', cf. yeso 'plaster', or
relatively fosilized prefixation (or 'stem-level' prefixation, Harris & Kaisse 1997),
as in abyecto, cf. proyecto, inyectar, etc. The word conyuge 'spouse' can also be
interpreted as containing the common prefix con- 'with'. We can thus propose
morphological structures containing a prefix boundary. This morphological struc-
ture is respected in syllabification and the resulting syllable-initial glides undergo
consonantization. 1
All four nonsyllabic phones in (1) can thus be reduced to a single phoneme
/j/, which is consonantized to a nonstrident palatal fricative in syllable-initial posi-
tion and can be further strengthened to a noncontinuant segment after noncon-
tinuant consonants, and also in some other syllable-initial contexts depending on
style and sociolect.
We must now determine the relationship between l]l and the vowel N.
Could it be that nonsyllabic /j/ (with consonantal and glide realizations) and the
vowel /i/ are reducible to a single phoneme? In principle this is indeed what we
would expect given the fact that predictable glide/high vowel alternations are
exceedingly common in the languages of the world and, as shown in (2), Spanish
also has such alternations (as in m[j] abuelo 'my grandfather' vs. m[\\ padre 'my
father'). In spite of all of this, the fact is that the Spanish dialect under considera-
tion has surface diphthong/hiatus contrasts which do not seem to be always re-
ducible to differences in morphological structure, position of the stress or any
other factor (Real Academia Espanola 1983:47-58, Navarro Tomas 1977:159,
Hualde 1991, 1994, among others). Many speakers make a contrast between the
two classes of words in (7), for instance:
(7) Diphthong Hiatus
diente [djen.te] 'tooth' cliente [kli.en.te] 'client'
mediante [me.djan.te] 'by means of Viana [bi.a.na] 'a town'
miel [mjel] 'honey' riel [ri.el] 'rail'
barriendo [ba.rjen.do] 'sweeping' riendo [ri.en.do] 'laughing'
pie [pje] 'foot' pie [pi.e] T chirped' 4
dio [djo] 's/he gave' rio [fi.6] 's/he laughed'
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viuda [bju.oa] 'widow' diurno [di.iir.no] 'diurnal'
cuando [kwan.do] 'when' Ruanda [ru.an.da] 'Rwanda'
fuimos [fwi.mos] 'we went' huimos [u.f.mos] 'we fled'
As for the phonetic realization of this contrast, spectrographic analysis has
shown that when a sequence is produced as a diphthong there is a smooth transi-
tion, whereas in a hiatus there is a more abrupt discontinuity in vowel formants
(Quilis 1988:179). Additional evidence, which confirms this description, can be
found in Monroy Casas (1988:116) which contains spectrograms for the minimal
pair estd barr[j6]ndo 's/he is sweeping' vs. estaba r\].t\ndo 's/he was laughing'
and in Quilis (1981:180-4, 1993:187-8), where spectrograms are offered for diph-
thong/hiatus pairs such as c[wa]tro 'four' vs. sit[u.a]do 'placed', c[v/i]da 's/he
cares for' vs. h[u.i]da 'flight' and v[ju]da 'widow' vs. d[i.u]rno 'diurnal'. In
word-initial position, the contrast is represented by [y]ate 'yatch' vs. h['\.a]to
'hiatus', with consonantization of the word-initial glide in the former. Most
speakers of Castilian Spanish have clear intuitions about the contrast, which is
the only phonemic contrast not made in the orthography of the language, but
there is some idiolectal variation on whether or not some specific words belong to
the hiatus class. 5 All of this appears to indicate that high vowels and glides are, af-
ter all, in phonological contrast. We shall return to this issue in the following sec-
tion.
A complication in the facts is introduced by the existence of a postlexical
process of syllable contraction. At normal and fast conversational rates, se-
quences of two vowels across word boundaries tend to be reduced to a single
syllable in Castilian Spanish (Navarro Tomas 1977: 148). 6 In this context, un-
stressed high vowels become glides:
(8) Syllable contraction
miamigo [ja] 'my friend' tu amigo [wa] 'your friend'
mi honor [jo] 'my honor' tu honor [wo] 'your honor'
toda Italia [aj] 'all Italy' toda union [aw] 'every union'
te indico [ej] i indicate to you' te hundias [ew] 'you were sinking'
algojngrato [oj] 'somewhat ungrateful' algousado [ow] 'somewhat used'
Syllable contraction can also affect word-internal heterosyllabic sequences,
although less frequently. What this means is that the diphthong/hiatus contrasts
in (7) may disappear in fast speech, especially in intonationally nonprominent po-
sition. The distinction is thus one between words that allow a pronunciation with
a sequence in hiatus (such as cliente 'client', which is [kli.en.te] in citation form,
but may be [kljen.te] under syllable contraction) and words where the sequence
is always pronounced as a diphthong (such as diente 'tooth', which is always
[djen.te] and never *[di.en.te]). Syllable contraction is a phrase-level or postlexi-
cal process, which neutralizes lexical distinctions.
To summarize our analysis so far, we have recognized the existence of a
vowel/glide contrast which we may (provisionally) interpret as the existence of
two phonemes with partially overlapping allophonic realizations: N and 1)1. The
vowel phoneme l\l has [i] as its single lexical allophone, but is realized as a glide [j]
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in contexts of syllable contraction. On the other hand, the glide phoneme [j] is
consonantized to [y] or [y] in syllable-initial position and is realized as a glide af-
ter a tautosyllabic consonant (semiconsonant or on-glide) and after a tautosyl-
labic vowel (semivowel or off-glide):
(9) Summary of analysis (provisional)
Phonemes allophones
N [j] by postlexical syllable contraction, e.g.: mi amigo
[i] elsewhere, e.g.: pi_no, cliente
iy [y] syllable-initial, after noncontinuant consonant, e.g.: con yeso, con
hielo (also in other syllable-initial contexts depending on style)
[y] other syllable-initial, e.g.: oye, de hielo, de yeso
[j] elsewhere, e.g.: tijene, peine (also in the same contexts as [y] in
certain styles)
In the next section, I argue that it is preferable to reduce the phonemic in-
ventory from N- 1)1 to a single phoneme /i/, at the cost of introducing a certain
amount of lexical marking.
2. Diphthongs vs. hiatus
We have concluded in the previous section that in Castilian Spanish there is
a phonological contrast between diphthongs and hiatuses or, what amounts to
the same thing, between glides and high vowels. Given this, we would in princi-
ple expect to find the two relevant configurations with approximately the same
frequency. Let us first clarify what the relevant sequences are. To begin with, ob-
viously no diphthong/hiatus contrast is possible if the high vocoid is stressed. A
stressed vocoid is always syllabic, as in Maria [ma.rf.a]. A vocoid can be realized
as a glide only if it is unstressed and is adjacent to another vowel. We may have a
contrast in cases like cliente [kli.en. te] 'client' vs. diente [djen.te] 'tooth', where
the stress falls on the vowel adjacent to the high vocoid or (less commonly) in
cases like huidizo [u.i.Si.Go] 'shy' vs. cuidado [kwi.3a.9o] 'care', or reire [re.i.re]
'I will laugh' vs. reinare [fej.na.re] 'I will reign', where neither of the two adja-
cent vocoids bears the stress.
In principle, the contrast should be found in unstressed intervocalic position,
but in fact it is not. We find words like [ma.yo] 'may', but there are no words like
hypothetical trisyllabic *[ma.i.o], where an unstressed intervocalic high vocoid is
syllabic. An intervocalic high vocoid will be syllabic if stressed as in hahia [ba.f.a]
'bay' and nonsyllabic (and consonantized) otherwise, as in mayo [ma.yo] 'may'.
We must conclude that if we have a phonemic contrast between nJ and /j/, it is
neutralized in word-internal intervocalic position.
If we restrict our attention to sequences of only two adjacent vocoids
where at least one is high and unstressed, what we find in that diphthongs are far
more common than hiatuses. Sequences in hiatus, like those of the examples in
the right column of (7) constitute a marked configuration in Spanish. Words like
d[je]nte 'tooth', m[je]ntras 'while', v\je]ntre 'belly', s[}e]nte 's/he feels', pl[]6]gue
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'fold', pr[je]to or Sant[ja]go, ac\}£\go 'ill-fated', liv{ja]no 'light', med\ja]no 'me-
dium' are the norm. Examples like cl[i.e]nte 'client', d[i.a]blo 'devil' are the ex-
ception (see Real Academia Espanola 1973: 47-58). 7 Diachronically many se-
quences in hiatus have become diphthongs, even with displacement of the stress,
as in regina > reina > r[ej]na 'queen'.
A distinction in terms of markedness within the system between the un-
marked diente type and the exceptional cliente type is crucial for the proper un-
derstanding of the facts.
Words with the marked hiatus configuration are not randomly distributed in
the lexicon. Instead, there clearly are morphological and phonological factors that
favor the presence of a sequence in hiatus.
Sometimes the hiatus has a morphological explanation. Two cases may be
distinguished here:
(10) Morphologically-motivated hiatus
a. A sequence may be pronounced in hiatus if there is an intervening mor-
phological boundary; e.g.: b[\.€\nio 'biennium', with the prefix hi- (vs., e.g.
v[j6]nto 'wind'); boqu[i£]ncho 'wide-mouthed' (a compound). Certain suf-
fixes such as -oso, -al, -ario give rise to hiatus, especially following /u/; e.g.:
virt[u.6]so 'virtuous', respet[u.6]so 'respectful', man[u.a]l 'manual', pun-
/[u.a]/ 'punctual' 8 , est[u.a]rio 'estuary', sant[u.a]rio 'sanctuary'.
b). The reason for the hiatus may be that the high vocoid is stressed in a
morphologically related word; e.g.: v[\.a\ble 'viable', cf. via 'way'; est['\.a\je
'low water', cf. estio 'summer'; r[\.t]ndo 'laughing' (vs. s[}6]ndo 'being',
v{je]ndo 'seeing', etc.), cf. r[f.e] 'he laughs'; d[i.u]rno 'diurnal', cf. dia
'day'.9
Leaving aside some examples that fall under one of the two morphologi-
cally-motivated categories mentioned in (10), the following generalizations and
tendencies are also apparent in the dialect under consideration:
(11) Other generalizations on the distribution of hiatuses
a. Sequences in hiatus are never of falling sonority (again, except for a few
examples like r[e.i]re 'I will laugh', which have a morphological explana-
tion). There are words like cl['\.6]nte , but no words like *v[€.\]nte (cf. v[ej]nfe
'twenty').
b. Hiatuses are almost always word-initial. In order of frequency, we find:
#(C).a>#(C)i.o> other. 10
Given the limited way in which hiatuses and diphthongs are lexically con-
trastive, it seems to me that the most parsimonious analysis would postulate a sin-
gle phoneme underlying [i] and \j] (and, more generally, all five phones listed in
(1)), as long as we make use of some lexical marking of exceptions. Postulating
two independent phonemes l\l and /j/, as we provisionally did in the previous sec-
tion of this paper, would perhaps suggests a more extensive contrast than is actu-
ally found (although, of course, many languages have some phonemes with a
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very restricted distribution) and would not adequately capture the markedness
relation between diphthongs and hiatuses (i.e., the fact that hiatuses with un-
stressed high vowels are relatively rare).
I suggest that in the most adequate analysis all five phones in (1) are related
and correspond to a single phoneme I'll. In this analysis, all surface forms in (1) are
largely predictable: l\l is nonsyllabic if unstressed and adjacent to another vowel:
/peine/ [pejne] 'comb', /diente/ [djente] 'tooth'. Words like [kliente] 'client' are
lexical exceptions to this rule, with lexically-specified syllabification /kli.ente/. The
nonsyllabic realizations of the phoneme III are furthermore consonantized to a
nonstrident palatal fricative or even a(n) (affricated) stop if syllable initial: /ieso/
[yeso] 'plaster', /maio/ [mayo] 'may', con [yeso] 'with plaster'. A word like
conyuge [kqpyuxe] 'spouse' with opaque prefixal structure can be assimilated to
the /kli.ente/ group of exceptions. That is, here too we may have lexically-
specified exceptional syllabification: /kon.iuxe/. The consonantization of HI in this
word follows from its syllable-initial postconsonantal position.
I would argue that the most adequate phonemic orthography for Castilian
Spanish would make use of the single symbol / for all surface realizations we are
concerned with: pino 'pine', diente 'tooth', desierto 'desert', beinte 'twenty',
baia 'bay', mdio 'may', ielo 'ice', ieso 'plaster' (in standard orthography: pino,
diente, desierto, veinte, bahia, mayo, hielo, yeso). In addition, the prefix bound-
ary would have to be indicated in words like en.iesdr 'to plaster', des.ielo
'thawing' and especially (semi)-opaque formations such as in.iektdr 'to inject',
kon.iuxe 'spouse' (in standard orthography enyesar, deshielo, inyectar,
conyuge) in order to make clear that there is a syllable boundary between conso-
nant and i, which causes these words to be realized as [ejryesar], [dezyelo],
[ijiyektar], [kqnyuxe]. A second complication is that in a relatively small group of
words (such as [kliente]) the fact that f\l is a syllable nucleus would have to be
diacritically indicated: kli.ente 'client', di.ablo 'devil'.
Postlexically, as we saw, there is a process of syllable contraction applying
both to vowel sequences across word boundaries and, less consistently, also to
the exceptions to the lexical rule of gliding.
The analysis is summarized in (12):
(12) Final analysis
a. Phonemes: There is a single phoneme l\l. Surface allophonic realizations
other than syllabic [i] arise in the following manner:
b. Lexical allophony:
b 1. Glide Formation: High vowels are nonsyllabic (glides) if unstressed
and adjacent to another vowel. This rule has both morphologically-
motivated and idiosyncratic lexical exceptions: /boina/ [boj.na], /diente/
[djen.te] Exceptions: morphological: [ri.en.do], related to pie]; idiosyn-
cratic: /kli.ente/ [kli.en.te].
b 2. Consonantization: Nonsyllabic instances of N (and IvJ) are further-
more consonantized if syllable initial. Consonantized I'll is realized as a
voiced palatal noncontinuant segment after a (heterosyllabic) noncon-
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tinuant consonant (and, for emphasis, also utterance-initially) and as a
voiced palatal continuant segment with variable constriction otherwise:
/en+iesar/ [eji.ye.sar] 'to put plaster', /ieso/ [ye. so] ~ [ye. so], /maio/
[ma.yo] 'may'.
c. Postlexical rules:
Syllable Contraction: unstressed high vowels become glides if adjacent
to a another vowel:" (applies across word boundaries and also to lexical
exceptions to lexical Glide Formation): /mi amor/ [mja.mor] 'my love'.
3. Stress and the hiatus/diphthong contrast
Harris 1969, 1983, 1989, 1995 and Harris & Kaisse 1997 present a view in
which the hiatus/diphthong distinction plays a more extensive role in Spanish
than I have shown here. They claim that Spanish has a well-established underly-
ing distinction between N and 1)1 (or notational variants thereof). The arguments
have to do with the interaction between stress and the syllabic properties of high
vocoids.
Given the fact that stress in Spanish always falls on one of the last three
syllables of the word, in a word like sdurio all vocoids cannot be vocalic, the ar-
gument goes, because that would place the stress outside of the 'stress window'.
A related argument is provided by the existence of contrasts such as amplio
'I widen' vs. cdmbio 'I change', in the present indicative. Spanish verbs, unlike
nouns and adjectives, are all stressed in exactly the same manner. In particular, in
the present indicative the stress always falls on the penultimate syllable. Thus,
whereas, for instance, nouns such as regdlo 'gift' and numero 'number' contrast
in their accentuation, the contrast is lost in the related verbs (yo) regdlo 'I give a
gift' and (yo) numero 'I number'. Quite clearly *(yo) numero is impossible in
Spanish. If stress in the present indicative is always penultimate, the contrast be-
tween (yo) amplio and (yo) cdmbio must reflect a contrast in underlying struc-
ture: /anplio/ vs. /kanbjo/.
These arguments crucially rely on the assumption (standard among genera-
tive phonologists) that stress in Spanish is assigned by means of a rule or set of
rules to underlying representations unspecified for this feature. I see no reason,
however, for adopting that point of view (which in any case requires extensive
lexical marking to derive the stress of non-verbs and of different verb tenses). I
will assume instead that stress in Spanish is a lexical property of words (cf. Aske
1990 and also Mascaro 1978 for a different but somewhat related view regarding
Catalan), which is, nevertheless, subject to restrictions in its distribution, such as
the following:
(13) Restrictions on stress in Spanish
a. Stress falls on one of the last three syllables of the word
b. There is no antepenultimate stress when the penultimate is heavy
c. Stress is final when the word ends in a glide
d. Stress falls on the penultimate in the present indicative
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My position is that these generalizations are not the result of the application
of any set of rules of stress assignment but, rather, represent word-level phonotac-
tic constraints (generalizations that speakers make about the relative acceptability
or frequency of different patterns in the lexicon of the language) .' 2 These con-
straints, furthermore, are not absolutely inviolable but rather represent preferred
configurations or 'poles of attraction', using Mohanan's 1992 metaphor. Thus,
the constraint in (13b) presents exceptions such as Fromista 'name of a town',
limiste 'a type of cloth' (see Corominas & Pascual 1981, s.u. Fromista), Roches-
ter (and other foreign names) and, in some dialects, subjunctive forms such as
limpiemos '(that) we clean'. In a language with essentially the same stress facts
as Spanish such as Italian, there are more exceptions, including words such as
mdndorla 'almond', polizza 'policy', Lepanto and Otranto. But the existence of
a few exceptions is not an obstacle for recognizing (13b) as a strong attractor in
this language. In another sister language, Brazilian Portuguese, this constraint is
somewhat stronger since even a borrowing such as Rochester is automatically
converted to Rochester. Similarly, the three-syllable window in (13a) allows in
Italian the single exception of third person plural verbal forms such as dbitano
'they live', considerano 'they consider' (cf. Saltarelli 1997 for a comparison of
Spanish and Italian in this respect). A represention will be 'harmonic' (see Gold-
smith 1993) to the extent that it respects the phonotactics of the language. A
word like Fromista in Spanish is less harmonic that taxista from the point of view
of its stress contour. (In a similar way, the word [kli.en.te] is less harmonic than a
word like [djen.te], since it contains a less preferred configuration of vocoids—it
is an exception to the generalization that unstressed l\l and /u/ belong to the same
syllable as an adjacent vowel). Words such as Cducaso or sdurio are perfectly
harmonic from the point of view of their stress pattern, since they do not violate
any of the constraints on the position of the stress. In particular, the stress falls on
the antepenultimate syllable in the case of Cdu.ca.so and on the penultimate in
sdu.rio; thus, within the stress window. The fact that the stressed syllable would
be the fourth from the right if we were to syllabify in a different manner than we
actually do is inmaterial. Similarly, both verbs cdmbio 'I change' and amplio T
widen' conform to the pattern of presenting penultimate stress. 11 In the view pre-
sented here, the restrictions on stress placement apply to lexical outputs, not to
underlying representations. The existence of words like sdurio or contrasts like
(yo) amplio vs. (yo) cdmbio does not necessarily lead us to recognize the exis-
tence of underlying glides.
4. Some aspects of dialectal variation
In this final section, I want to consider the facts of some other Spanish dia-
lects, especially regarding consonantization. I will argue that some dialects require
a different phonemic analysis from the one I have proposed for Castilian.
In the dialect described by Navarro Tomas, which we may dub Standard
Traditional Castilian, there is a palatal lateral phoneme corresponding to ortho-
graphic //. This sound is in phonological contrast with the nonlateral palatal con-
sonant [y], written y, hi-. There are some minimal pairs such as polio [poXo]
'chicken' vs. poyo [poyo] 'stone bench' or calld [kaXo] 's/he was silent' vs.
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cayo [kayo] 's/he fell'. In the last few decades this distinction has been rapidly
losing ground and now only a minority of Castilian speakers under 50 years of
age have the palatal lateral (Hernandez Alonso 1996:200, Moreno Fernandez
1996:219). This development has brought Standard Neo-Castilian in line with
most other Spanish dialects, where the distinction was lost a long time ago in
many cases. The pronunciation of orthographic // as [y] (or [y]) is known as
'yefsmo' in Spanish dialectology. u
(14) Trad. Castilian Neo-Castilian
yeso
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'street', and word-initially, as in Have /iabe/ [yafie] 'key', llega /iega/ [yeya] 's/he
arrives'. Surface [gj-] has lost its historical phonological connection to l\l.
A somewhat similar situation arises in Argentinian Spanish. A notorious fea-
ture of this dialect is that it presents a strident prepalatal fricative [3] correspond-
ing to orthographic y and //. That is, historically [y] advanced its place to prepala-
tal and acquired a more strident articulation: [y] > [3]; and when [A] was delater-
alized it merged with [3]: mayo [ma3o] 'may', calle [ka3e] 'street', yegua ^eywa]
'mare', llora [3ora] 's/he cries'. This sound is currently undergoing devoicing in
the Buenos Aires area, and many speakers have [fj instead, either variably or
categorically: mayo [majb] 'may', calle [kaje] 'street', yegua [Jeywa] 'mare',
llora [Jora] 's/he cries'.
The acoustic distance that separates the strident fricative [3] ~ [J] from the
glide [j] is obviously very great. Unsurprisingly, the phonemic link with N has
been broken, in spite of the existence of morphophonological alternations. Ar-
gentinian Spanish now has a phoneme It) (or /[/) which is separate from /i/. That
this phonemic split has taken place is apparent from the fact that a new syllable-
initial nonnuclear allophone of /i/, [j] ~ [y], has been introduced through (a) for-
eign names and other loanwords, and (b) a spelling pronunciation of some words
witten with initial /7/V- or intervocalic -i- (Lozano 1979:33). This sound is kept
separate from I^J. Argentinian thus has a spelling-driven, but fully-established,
contrast that Castilian does not make: 17
(16)
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mayo, for instance, which in the standard style described by Navarro Tomas is
[mayo] in non-emphatic pronunciation, can actually be heard with pronunciations
that span the whole range from [majo], with a pure glide, to [mayo] with moderate
constriction, to [mayo] with complete constriction (Navarro Tomas 1977:129-30).
Given this 'free variation' (actually stylistically and sociolectally governed) in
constriction degree, the contrast made in Argentinian is unlikely in Castilian. To
the extent that no contrast is possible, we can maintain the analysis in which [y] is
a syllable-initial nonsyllabic allophone of /i/. Crucially [majo] and [mayo] are non-
contrastive pronunciations in this dialect. It is simply the fact that the glide [j] in
syllable-initial position can be pronounced (and is usually pronounced) with a
greater degree of constriction than that of a typical glide. Words like hiato [iato]
'hiatus' are different. As mentioned above, this word is an exception to Glide
Formation; that is, it belongs to the marked group represented by cliente 'cli-
ent'.
19
In Argentinian the situation is different. In this dialect the historical fortition
of syllable-initial glides has given rise to a strident sound [3] (or [J]), which does
not sound anything like a glide. This sound has been reinterpreted as a new pho-
neme 1^1 which now contrasts with [j] ~ [y], the realization of N in syllable-initial
nonsyllabic contexts. The fact is that Argentinian speakers have no difficulty
producing a (more or less constricted) syllable-initial glide which is distinct from
[3]. Presumably Basque names such as [amaya], which in Spain one can see with
either its Spanish spelling Amaya or its Basque spelling Amaia, would be pro-
nounced in two different ways by Argentinians depending on the orthographic
form adopted. One historical phoneme has split into two in Argentinian Spanish.
Malmberg (1979[1964]:467-9) points out the close parallelism that this
situation presents with the historical split that has given rise to doublets in Span-
ish such as junta [xunta] 'meeting' and yunta [yunta] 'yoke of draft animals',
both from the same source and from nonvocalic realizations of word-initial l\l. In
Medieval Spanish this segment was strengthened to [3] before a back vowel and
later it underwent devoicing and velarization [j] h-l > [3 ] > [J] > [x]. Exception-
ally, some words (like yunta) escaped the initial fortition process and have kept N
to this day in Castilian Spanish. In Argentinian, a second round of fortition, which
again has lexical exceptions, now largely orthographically motivated, has pro-
duced strikingly similar results: [y]unta > [$]unta > [$]unta. As yet there is no hint
of velarization, which could produce a new merger between junta and yunta.
There is no reason to expect this further development, which is a universally
rather unusual process.
Argentinian Spanish preserves, of course, the morphophonemic alternations
between glide and obstruent mentioned at the beginning of this paper; e.g.: [lej]
Maw', [le3es] Maws'; [perSjeron] 'they lost', [kre3eron] 'they believed'. These
lexical alternations must be seen as involving correspondences between two
phonemes in Argentinian, like so many other morphophonological alternations
(for different views, cf. Lozano 1979, Harris & Kaisse 1997).
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To sum up, perhaps the most interesting problem in the phonemic analysis of
Spanish is that of the status of palatal glides and obstruents vis a vis the vowel F\l.
In Castilian Spanish and other dialects, there is a surface contrast between high
vowel and glide exemplified by pairs like [kliente] vs. [djente], [riendo] vs.
[sjendo], etc. In these cases, the hiatus is a much less frequent configuration than
the diphthong, and, therefore, in principle dispreferred (in historical change, adop-
tion of new words, grammaticality judgements—which we take to be a reflection
of generalizations about the frequency of different patterns in the lexicon, etc.).
Given the relative rarity of the relevant sequences in hiatus, in the most parsimo-
nious phonemic analysis a single phoneme l\l is postulated, with lexical marking of
words with exceptional syllabification. However, we have also seen that in the
Castilian dialect that we have considered in detail sequences in hiatus are not
randomly distributed in the lexicon. Many words in #C7a, for instance, present a
hiatus. This minor lexical pattern may also act as an attractor. In addition, the at-
traction or consistency among words in the same morphological paradigm ap-
pears to be behind the occurrence of a hiatus in words like [riendo] 'laughing',
related to [fie] 's/he laughs', etc. All of this undoubtedly forms part of the knowl-
edge speakers have about their language, but cannot be captured in a phonemic
analysis.
On the other hand, glide/consonant alternations appear to be largely predic-
tible in Castilian Spanish: glides tend to aquire a greater constriction in syllable-
initial position. Degree of constriction is not phonologically relevant in this case.
A well-know problem is presented by a few words like conyuge. In these words,
postconsonantal [y] can be derived from a syllable structure, which, although
seemingly anomalous, can nevertheless be assimilated to that of words with
transparent prefixation.
Finally, we have argued that in some dialects with categorical and salient
fortition of word- or syllable-initial glides phonemic split has taken place.
NOTES
* A version of this paper was presented at a pre-session on Spanish phonology of
the 1993 Georgetown University Round Table on Languages and Linguistics
(GURT). My intention then was to include this study in a more extensive work,
which, however, never materialized. The existence of continued and renewed in-
terest on this topic by other scholars leads me to revise it and seek its publication
now. For comments, I am grateful to Jennifer Cole, Fernando Martinez-Gil and
Dan Silverman.
1 Mutatis mutandis, the description is also valid for /u/ and related labiovelar ar-
ticulations.
2
In other (less prestigious) sociolects of the same area the noncontinuant [y] is
employed also after continuant consonants and even intervocalically: [oye]
'listen!', [kaye] 'street', in stylistic variation or categorically. Noncontinuant in-
tervocalic realizations are also found in other parts of the Spanish-speaking
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world, e.g. Lima, Peru.
3 The syllabification of glides as syllable-initial after a prefix boundary appears to
go back to Latin (Pensado 1989). Prefix boundaries account for several other
types of contrast in Spanish, e.g.: su.bli.me vs. sub.lin.gual, so.b[t]i.no 'nephew'
vs. sub.\r]e.gion , etc. (cf. Hualde 1989, 1991, Harris 1993).
4 Here we have in fact a minimal triplet: [pie] "(that) s/he chirp (subjunctive)', [pie]
'I chirped", [pje] 'foot'.
5 My intuitions on syllabification have been checked against those of other
Castilian speakers and also agree substantially with those presented in the gram-
mar of the Real Academia Espanola (1973:47-58) and in Quilis (1993:184-6). I
disagree with the Spanish Academy's description only in a few examples such as
viaje and cruel, which for me do not allow a hiatus (although they do for other
speakers I have consulted), and in some adjectives in -ual, which for me permit a
hiatus, in accordance with a pronunciation described in fn. 25 of the Academy's
grammar, which differs from that given in the main text as standard. Minor factual
disagreements with Quilis 1993 are pointed out below. Some differences in spe-
cific examples with the description in Navarro Tomas 1977 are discussed in
Hualde 1994. The dialect described in Roca 1991 presents more differences with
mine in the syllabification of specific items. A small minority of Castilian speakers
do not have clear intuitions regarding this matter. Within the Castilian area this
appears to be a matter of idiolect, and not to be related to geographical dialects
(just like some speakers do not have clear intuitions regarding the position of the
stressed syllable within the word). In some Latin American dialects, on the other
hand, the hiatus/diphthong contrast appears to have been lost to a great extent.
6 This process is traditionally known as sinalefa, and affects syllable count in po-
etry.
7 This preference can be noticed, for instance, in the pronunciation of names such
as Viena, Indiana, San Diego, which have a hiatus in English, but a diphthong in
Spanish: [bje.na], [in.dja.na], [san.dje.yo] (but Niagara [ni.a.ya.ra], Ruanda
[ru.an.da], which conform to certain minor subregularities or analogical patterns in
the lexicon of the relevant Spanish dialects; respectively, a tendency to have a
hiatus with /i.aV in the first syllable, and a preference for hiatus after initial lx-1).
8 And many others, but an exception is ling[wa]l. After a velar, hiatus with u- is
strongly dispreferred, cf. also, e.g. congr[u.e]nte 'congruous' vs. consec[we]nte
'consequent', with the same suffix. Quilis (1993:183) states that, as a rule, infini-
tives in -uar have a hiatus (actuar, evaluar, etc.), but with four exceptions:
evacuar, adecuar, licuar and oblicuar. These four examples of obligatory diph-
thong have a velar before the diphthong. My intuitions coincide with Quilis' in
this point.
9 The syllabification pattern of the infinitive is preserved in the future (and condi-
tional); e.g.: r[e.i]r 'to laugh', r[t.i]re i will laugh'; [o.f]r 'to hear', [o.i]/r i will
hear' (but, for instance, [oj]gamos 'let us hear'). In my idiolect this is also true for
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verbs in -iar, -uar, -uir, which for Quilis (1993:185) present a hiatus in the infini-
tive but not in the future.
10 A near-exhaustive list of examples with non-morphologically-motivated hiatus
in my idiolect is the following (I mark the stress in every word, whether or not it is
required by Spanish orthography): cidtica, diabetes, didblo, didcono, didfano,
diagnosis, diafrdgma, didlogo, didlisis, didmetro, didna, didntre (but t/[ja]-
mdnte), diaspora, diatriba, diagrdma (but d[ja]gondl), fidmbre, fiasco, hidto,
liana, midja, miasma, Niagara, piano, pidra, tiara, vidnda, Vidna, biologo,
bio..., biombo, dioptria, fiordo, ion, pidjo, pionero, piorrea, prior, kiosco,
miope, Ridja, Sion, a priori, cliente, riel (but m[je]L p[je]/), embridn, Suiza,
rudna, Ruanda, truhdn, zudvo (but s[wa]w). duodeno. From the list of excep-
tional words given in Quilis (1993:185-6, under c, which, nevertheless includes
some words where the hiatus would receive a morphological explanation in our
account), I differ only in not accepting a hiatus in arriero, acuoso, cruel and gor-
rion.
11
Syllable contraction is a more complicated process affecting all vowels (not
only the high vowels) and with differences in frequency of application depend-
ing on whether or not the two vowels in contact are unstressed and on morpho-
logical and syntactic context. The details of the process are unimportant for our
present purposes (see Navarro Tomas 1977, Roca 1991, Hualde 1994, for details).
12 These generalizations can be very specific (cf. Bybee & Slobin 1982). Thus,
even though the vast majority of words ending is a consonant are oxytonic,
words ending in -en often have penultimate stress. Aske 1990 argues that speak-
ers access such knowledge (in stressing novel words in a experiment) by direct
consultation of the lexicon.
13 We may note, incidentally, that in fact these two examples are related, respec-
tively, to the noun cdmbio 'change' and the adjective dmplio 'wide'. The accen-
tual relationship between verbs and nouns and adjectives containing the relevant
sequences is thus not always straighforward.
14 The palatal lateral and the distinction between the two articulations are still pre-
served outside of Spain in some areas of South America (parts of Colombia, Peru,
Bolivia, etc.) but everywhere the phenomenon appears to be receding (cf. Lipski
1994:139-40).
15 The word yegua [yeywa] 'mare' is an exception, *[gjeywa]. Jesus Jimenez
(p.c.) suggests that this could be due to dissimilation.
16
1 want to thank Jesus Jimenez, a native of Pinarejo, for the data (cf. also Jimenez
1996). Older speakers from this town maintain the palatal lateral.
17 According to Lozano (1979:33) '[t]his contrast is maintained only by educated
speakers' and the pronunciation of hi- as [y] is 'an artificial pronunciation based
on the spelling of these words'. Malmberg ( 197 1 [1964]:468) calls it 'une distinc-
tion historiquement artificielle'.
18 The orthographic distinction between hie- and ye- in Spanish is largely made
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according to etymological criteria. For the most part, hie- continues Latin fe- with
short Id, which diphthongizes in Spanish, as inferru > hierro 'iron', where the h
was aspirated in Medieval Spanish and still is in some dialects. In all other cases y-
is employed. However, when the Latin etymon has h- (which was silent in late
Latin), there are two acceptable spellings for some words, as in herba > hierba ~
yerba 'grass', hedera > hiedra - yedra 'ivy'. Finally, in a few cases, there is no
etymological justification for the spelling hi-: gelu > hielo 'ice', eruu > hiero
'vetch' (cf. Real Academia Espanola 1973:128-130).
19
In Hualde (1989:825), I pointed out that in some Castilian idiolects three types
of words are distinguished, represented by yema 'yolk', hiato 'hiatus' and hiena
'hyena'. The word yema, which is usually pronounced [yema] represents the
majority class where the word-initial vocoid is realized as nonsyllabic and under-
goes Consonantization. A word like hiato represents the marked class where the
two vocoids constitute a hiatus, [i.a.to]. This hiatus can be reduced to a tautosyl-
labic sequence by postlexical Syllable Contraction, like all other such sequences.
Finally, a word like hiena, can be treated as a member of the regular class and be
pronounced [yena]; but it is the type of learned word where speakers may at-
tempt an orthographically-based nonconstricted realization of the initial glide,
LJena].
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